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 In 1939, Great Britain was at war. During the Second World War, Women took 

advantage of volunteering their time in different services including military groups during the six 

years Great Britain would be fighting. This was not the first time that women had been able to 

contribute to the war effort on the military and home fronts as volunteer groups. While women 

were not able to fight for their country, the serving opportunities that were offered in 1939 

allowed British women greater ability than ever before. The need for men to join the military to 

fight the war on the European Continent brought about the need for women to join the workforce 

and some opportunities thus arose within the volunteer military services. There were however 

different views on serving their country and the different implications are discussed here in this 

thesis. The second section focuses on the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF), which was 

one of these military branches specifically created for women as it was a part of the Royal Air 

Force. The WAAF originally lasted for a couple of years during the First World War before 

being reestablished in 1939.  

Jobs in the WAAF varied from more domestic-like duties, from cooking and cleaning, to 

technical officer jobs, such as radio control. However, even as the need for women to join the 

effort increased in the beginning of the war there was a question of what women should be able 

to do. While women as a group were proving their abilities, some specific women who served for 

the British in the WAAF thus became marginalized. These acts of marginalization took form in 

xenophobia. This thesis looks at the marginalization of WAAF recruits in the forms of 

xenophobia: Lilian Bader, one of the first black WAAF officers; Mary Lee Settles, an officer and 

United States citizen; and Noor Inayat Khan, a WAAF officer and SOE agent.  

Some of the sources that will be looked at will include those looking specifically at the 

WAAF. Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott writes often about the WAAF in her books including 
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Women in Air Force Blue and Our Wartime Days. Escott’s Women in Air Force Blue explains 

the roles and duties of the WAAF, what a day in the life was like, and other more common 

themes with being a part of the WAAF. This book does bring up experiences of women but lacks 

to acknowledge those who experienced acts out of the norm such as racism (which is not even 

mentioned as a topic within the index) or differentiation of religion (which is briefly mentioned 

and focuses on the Christian religions of WAAFs).1 When mentioning Americans, Escott also 

mentions them very briefly and are male.2  

In Our Wartime Days, Escott brings many different primary sources together in the forms 

of paragraph statements and pictures. While looking through the index it can also be stated that 

race and racism is not included while Americans are mentioned—mostly as either men or of 

military groups from America—and only once is it briefly revealed that the WAAF had “girls 

from Eire, Canada, Uruguay, South Africa, America, Australia and a New Zealand Officer.”3 

India is even discussed less in the book beyond WAAFs being sent there for work, but there are 

not any comments about Indians working within the WAAF.4 In contrast, Katherine Bentley 

Beauman’s Partners in Blue lacks to cite race or racism, America besides briefly mentioning that 

WAAFs were stationed in Washington, D.C., or India.5 Khan is actually honorably mentioned 

for her work within the SOE and dying at Dachau in a sentence, but Bader nor Settle is 

mentioned.6 The lack of mentioning different women who were a part of the WAAF shows that 

                                                           
1 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue: The Story of Women in the Royal Air Force from 1918 
to the Present Day. (England: Thorsons Publishing Group, 1989), pg. 54, 152, 285, 312 
2 Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 37, 152-153, 310 
3 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Our Wartime Days: The WAAF in World War II,. (England: Alan Sutton Publishing 
Group, 1995), pg. 40, 197 
4 Beryl E. Escott, Our Wartime Days, pg. 199 
5 Katherine Bentley Beauman, Partners in Blue: The Story of Women’s Service in the Royal Ari Force (London: 
Hutchinson and Co, 1971), pg. 226-227, 301-308 
6 Katherine Bentley Beauman, Partners in Blue, pg. 223, 283, 304 
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these books might have useful information of the daily lives of WAAFs, but lacks to show 

anything beyond what would be considered the norm. This thesis will tell the stories about 

women who may have experienced this norm, but also underwent something atypical to show 

that the WAAF had more experiences than one optimistic and unitary kind.   

The atypical experiences that are focused within this thesis vary including race, 

nationality, and accents which are analyzed between its relationship not only between Settle, 

Bader, and Khan, but also with how the British view women as a whole. This is a topic that is 

lacking in Tony Kushner’s ‘Without intending any of the most undesirable features of a colour 

bar’. Tony Kushner only focuses on the Royal Air Force and the men who served within the 

force.7 He mentions women very briefly—acknowledging Lillian Bader briefly in a sentence—in 

less than a paragraph but fails to address the problems women faced while joining some services 

versus others.8 He also solely addresses men who were black and Indian in race, but fails to 

acknowledge that anything other than a color bar could bring about prejudice while serving the 

British services—such as accent, class, and religion—especially that of the WAAF. While 

Kushner also focuses on the organizations as a whole—such as the RAF—he does not focus on 

the individual experiences besides joining the RAF. This thesis focuses on the women who 

joined the WAAF. It also focuses on prejudice that women experienced besides race—of even 

the lack thereof—such as nationality, religion, accents, class, and sexuality. 

The goal of this thesis is to understand the different levels of prejudice faced by the 

women within the WAAF. These prejudices in these specific cases will help to understand the 

                                                           
7Tony Kushner, ‘Without intending any of the most undesirable features of a colour bar’: race science, 
Europeanness and the British armed forces during the twentieth century. (Patterns of Prejudice. 2012, Vol. 46 Issue 
¾) p339-374 
8 Tony Kushner, ‘Without intending any of the most undesirable features of a colour bar,’ pg. 371 
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imperfections of the WAAF, which reflected larger social prejudice within the British military 

and within Britain itself. 

Women Joining the Volunteer, Military, and Civil Services 

Here in Britain our women are working in factory and field, turning the lathes and 

gathering the harvest, for we must have food as well as munitions. Their courage 

magnificent; their endurance amazing. I have seen them in many different activities…And 

I need not remind you, who set as much store by your home life as we do, how great the 

difficulties which our housewives have to face nowadays and how gallantly they are 

tackling them. 

 –From Her Majesty’s the Queen’s Radio Broadcast to the women of America on 10 

August 19419  

 

On September 3, 1939, the British Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, declared war on 

Nazi Germany. British women began to take up more jobs outside of the home and inside 

factories, other volunteer services, and the military services or civil defense as soon as the men 

went to go fight for their home country.10 These services included the Women’s Royal Naval 

Service, the Auxiliary Territorial Service, the Women’s Transport Service also known as FANY, 

the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force, Air Transport Auxiliaries, NAAFI, YMCA, the Auxiliary 

Ambulance Service, the National Fire Service, the Women’s Voluntary Services for Civil 

Defense, the Women’s Institutes, the Women’s Land Army, the Mechanised Transport Corps, 

the Women’s Auxiliary Police Corps, and the Personal Service League along with working for 

communications and in industry.11 With new doors open for women in a variety of services and 

                                                           
9 Queen’s broadcast reproduced in Mary Cox, British Women at War (London: John Murray & the Pilot Press Ltd., 
1941), pg. 1 
10 Mary Cox, British Women at War 
11 Mary Cox, British Women at War, pg. 5 
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the demand for women for the workforce, women were able to access roles they would not have 

previously been able to access outside of the home.  

While the act of working outside of the home was not revolutionary, some of the jobs that 

the women volunteered to take on were new as they were domestic-like or non-traditional. 

Besides some of the more domestic-like jobs such as cooking and cleaning, women also took up 

non-traditional work such as driving busses, operating radios, and a few were able to be trained 

as pilots to transport goods for the ATS.12 According to Mary Cox, author of British Women at 

War, when a women volunteered to help the war effort it was seen as allowing a man the ability 

to join the forces and fight elsewhere, such as on the seas of the European Continent; in British 

Women at War, the example used was for every woman who joined the W.R.N.S. a man is “set 

free to serve the sea” in the Royal Navy.13 British women were successfully able to tackle both 

jobs within the household and outside of the home through these volunteer and service 

opportunities. Their ability to multitask to provide food and services for the home-front and 

creating war necessities such as munitions were acknowledged by Queen Elizabeth in her speech 

to the women of America.14 Queen Elizabeth’s speech and quotation above not only address 

America but the world that the women of Britain were hard working and successfully taking on 

the challenges the war was giving them. 

However, not everyone agreed that women should work in the non-domestic workforce, 

and when women were in demand for work that lacked laborers, not everyone agreed on which 

jobs women were fit to work. The idea of women working in factories was not new to Britain as 

shown by the need for women to create munitions during the First World War, and previously 

                                                           
12 Mary Cox, British Women at War  
13 Mary Cox, British Women at War, pg. 9 
14 Mary Cox, British Women at War  
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yet, with women working in the textile factories during the Industrial Revolution of the 19th 

century.15 If a women did work in non-traditional employment it was believed to be for the 

duration of the war only until men returned from their military service to take up the demand 

again that the women filled temporarily.16,17 Some men, however, were not convinced that 

women should join the voluntary services during the Second World War. In the House of 

Commons, MP Captain Bertie Kirby questioned MP Geoffrey Shakespeare on the usefulness of 

creating more jobs for the Women’s Royal Naval Services.18 Conversely, Shakespeare 

questioned whether or not there were not enough “people” to join before bringing more women 

into the Naval Services.19 With the word choice of “people” instead of “men” could also be 

argued that women were not seen as people or even as full citizens of Britain. While women’s 

opportunities did not include fighting on the front-lines, women reported experiences that can be 

seen as sexist as they tried to obtain the jobs offered to them. In the Mass-Observation opinion 

poll, an anonymous woman’s friend went to the Labour Exchange for an interview and the friend 

was asked if her husband came home for his mid-day meal; she replied “yes” and the 

interviewer’s response was that they “expected [her to] have enough to do” and so they wouldn’t 

“keep [her]”.20 Women were seen to be a creature, non-person, whose main concerns should be 

within the home and let the men—the “people” in the conversation between Shakespeare and 

Kirby—take up the role of serving the home country within the public sphere. 

                                                           
15 Laura Lee Downs. Manufacturing Inequality: Gender Division in the French and British Metalworking Industries, 
1914-1939 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995), pg. 63 
16 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War (Great Britain: Antony Rowe Ltd., 2002), pg. 15 
17 Laura Lee Downs. Manufacturing Inequality, pg. 187 
18 Hansard, “Women’s Royal Naval Service,” Hansard 1803-2005, February 28, 2017, 
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1939/jun/21/womens-royal-naval-
service#S5CV0348P0_19390621_HOC_289 
19 Hansard, “Women’s Royal Naval Service,” Hansard 1803-2005, February 28, 2017  
20 Ben Bousquet and Colin Douglas, West Indian Women at War: British Racism in World War II (London: Lawrence 
& Wishart Limited, 1991), pg. 24-25 

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1939/jun/21/womens-royal-naval-service#S5CV0348P0_19390621_HOC_289
http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1939/jun/21/womens-royal-naval-service#S5CV0348P0_19390621_HOC_289
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Historically and ideologically, women were seen as a symbol to love, cherish, and 

protect.21 Much like Shakespeare’s discussion of “people” versus “women,” these symbols of 

women were another way that the British society continued to view women not as someone who 

was able—let alone should be able—to serve her country if need be within the military services 

or volunteer groups. It was believed that women should not perform masculine roles such as 

being a soldier or of any role that required the woman to be the protector versus the protected: 

men were to be naturally war-like and women were to be the “peace-makers.”22 Women—and 

other civilians—however had to learn how to protect themselves even within the home-front. 

One of the events that contributed to the change of this ideal was the widespread bombing of 

London and other major cities. Air raids and bombings led to 130,000 civilian deaths within 

Britain and 63,000—48 percent—of these deaths were of women.23 This lead to the merging of 

the home-front and the front-lines.24 Now civilian men, women, and children were being 

attacked in Britain and it became necessary for everyone—military and civilian—to be allowed 

to learn how to defend themselves, their city, and their country.  

Traditional ideas of women could be seen in the men’s barracks in the form of pin-ups.25 

The barracks were viewed as the home-away-from-home during wartime and men would 

decorate their lockers and arms with posters of pin-ups such as Jane,26 the strip-cartoon 

“heroine,” who was popular with British soldiers as she would always strip down for victory.27 

By them coming back to their locker or barrack and seeing a pin-up or look at a comic-strip of 

                                                           
21 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 75 
22 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 75 
23 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 76 
24 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 76 
25 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 95 
26 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 95 
27 John Costello. Love, Sex and War: Changing Values 1939-1945 (London: Collins, 1985), pg. 193-194 
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Jane it can be the equivalence to how men would come home after work and see their wife 

within the house. These pin-up images were seen as a form of “male gratification” and “male 

bonding” which “emphasized heterosexuality” and gave memory to the men of why they were 

fighting.28 It can be argued that these pornographic images continued to emphasize the pre-war 

ideals that women were something to be protected, something to be in the home when the man of 

the house came home, something that was okay to be gazed upon in a sexual manner, and overall 

something—neither someone who could protect themselves nor someone to be considered 

“people.” 

Ironically and worse yet, as Britain’s women began to take on military duties that focused 

on adjunct, accessory, assisting, subsidiary, and supporting roles—in other words, second to the 

men’s work as an assistant and not as an equal—women at times were still seen as a threat to the 

fighting man.29 Figure 1, as shown in Appendix A, is an example of a British which poster 

features the top half where a woman talks about where a man she knows is sailing to and this 

“careless” act is overheard; the result is a picture of a sunken ship with the words “this 

happened” is bold yellow lettering.30 Here the woman is seen as careless by talking to another 

woman about military details. The old idea of “loose lips sink ships” is seen here and it results in 

a sunk ship and allures to causalities of not only the man she knows but other men too.  

As women were working to help with the war effort—an act seen as patriotic and even 

necessary—women were also conversely portrayed in literature and posters as spies, femme 

fatales, and vamps who were willing to take information and give it to the enemy of the Axis 

                                                           
28 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 95 
29 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 82-83 
30 The National Archives. “World War Two: Government Posters How did Britain encourage people at home to help 
win the war?” pg. 13. https://nationalarchives.gov.uk/documents/education/propaganda.pdf  

https://nationalarchives.gov.uk/documents/education/propaganda.pdf
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Powers.31 Figure 2, in Appendix A, shows an attractive woman in red with the words “You 

forget—but she remembers. Careless talk costs lives.”32 This poster implies that the woman 

figure is a spy or could give information to the Axis powers, which could result in death and 

references women such as Vera de Schallberg, a blonde German cabaret singer and femme-

fatale, but who became a double agent for Britain.33 Whereas Germany’s female intelligence 

agency failed in the Second World War in comparison to the First World War, this poster is also 

a reference to the lack of success Britain had to catch the female agents during the previous 

war.34 Unlike Figure 1, the speaker is not featured in the poster, but lets the observer be the 

speaker. Because the woman is sexually attractive and is dressed in red the poster implies that 

the observer is masculine, but a woman could be the speaker also, as seen in Figure 1, women do 

talk to other women about their husbands and male loved ones. However, that the woman is 

either seen as gossipy and careless or clever and observable gives off two very different ways 

women could be a threat during wartime.  

In contrast, the posters that feature men, such as in Figure 3, results in the man being seen 

as heroic by not talking, whereas the woman is seen as a busybody.35 The use of these images of 

women as a threat to the man reflects the feelings about women coming out of the home and 

going into the workforce. Once in the workforce, women could be seen as learning about 

military details, which could be given to the enemy either by gossiping or the wrong person 

                                                           
31 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 83 
32 The National Archives. “World War Two: Government Posters How did Britain encourage people at home to help 
win the war?” pg. 12 
33 John Costello, Love, Sex, and War, pg. 247-248 
34 John Costello, Love, Sex, and War, pg. 247 
35 The National Archives. “World War Two: Government Posters How did Britain encourage people at home to help 
win the war?” pg. 10.  
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observing. Women, however, were very successful while working within the military services in 

trades, such as wire-tapping as seen by Noor Inayat Khan and radio work by Mary Settle. (?) 

Yet, even though women would take up these jobs they had to continue to conform to 

traditional “feminine ideologies” of being “good, virtuous, and nurturing.”36 As men and women 

utilized the same space while working alongside each other—especially within the military 

services—women experienced the second-class-ness of being a woman in a traditionally male 

zone. Dorothy Calvert described women’s experience as being pushed around and “spoken to at 

times as if [they] were not really human. [They] had to work like troopers, yet try to look like 

ladies.”37 In this gendered ideology women were not even allowed to have their own version of 

pin-up posters of stars such as Clark Gable, Tyrone Power, and Erroll Flynn in their barracks. 38 

These were considered “unhealthy and bad for military discipline” according to John Costello, a 

World War II and Cold War historian.”39 The government also projected an image that a woman 

was not only to continue to be feminine in a masculine environment but also was to not be fully 

trusted with her motivations or with her work as seen by Figure 2. By giving off these ideologies 

in the forms or rules, posters, and literature there seemed to be a fear of this new change and the 

new question of what was masculine and what was feminine. 

By 1941, the British population was settling an agreement on where and what jobs 

women should be able to work (and thus the understanding of masculine versus feminine 

ideology) and America looked to British women to convince their own women to join in the war 

                                                           
36 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 97 
37 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War, pg. 97 
38 Philomena Goodman, Women, Sexuality, and War,  pg. 95 
39 Wolfgang Saxon, “John Costello, 52, Who Wrote Of War, Espionage and Mores” (New York Times: August 30, 
1995), http://www.nytimes.com/1995/08/30/obituaries/john-costello-52-who-wrote-of-war-espionage-and-
mores.html  

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/08/30/obituaries/john-costello-52-who-wrote-of-war-espionage-and-mores.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/08/30/obituaries/john-costello-52-who-wrote-of-war-espionage-and-mores.html
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effort and volunteer so the men could help in the European and Pacific theaters. America 

understood that the Second World War was a total war, but it was also slowly adopting the new 

demands of women working beside men.40 With the attack on Pearl Harbor, the US understood 

that the Second World War’s front-lines were closer to home and a greater threat than the First 

World War.  The blurring of the home-front and the front-lines were also seen with the Battle of 

Britain in American newspapers. Oveta Culp Hobby, the director of the Women’s Army 

Auxiliary Corps in America, wrote that “total war has no respect for sex,” that “sabotage is 

sexless,” and that “bursting bombs do not pause to learn if their next victim is a man or 

woman.”41 The American government thus looked to British women as inspiration for their own 

women to join to volunteer military services as according to Russell Birdwell’s 1942 book, 

Women in Battle Dress.  

Birdwell asks his fellow Americans if they “picture a woman soldier as a husky Amazon, 

broad-shouldered, hard-fisted, masculine, striding into battle, filled with the lust to kill.”42 

Americans seem to create a mythical image that the British women who serve Great Britain are 

not women at all but are almost like some overtly masculine creature—more so than the men 

themselves. The author explains his own surprise at seeing British women in uniform as he 

visited a British Army base.43 Birdwell states that “only one person on that field noticed anything 

unusual, only one person thought: ‘There’s a girl,’ when a uniformed figure swung past and a 

hand snapped up in salute. I was that person.”44 Birdwell’s sense of awe at seeing a woman in 

                                                           
40 Russell Birdwell, Women in Battle Dress (New York: The Fine Editions Press, 1942), pg. 9 
41 Russell Birdwell, Women in Battle Dress, pg. 10 
42 Russell Birdwell, Women in Battle Dress, pg. 19 
43 Russell Birdwell, Women in Battle Dress, pg. 19 
44 Russell Birdwell, Women in Battle Dress, pg. 19 
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uniform amongst fellow military personnel—men and women—is much like an outsider 

observing a rare mythical creature.  

Throughout Birdwell’s book he consistently makes the argument that every military 

women whom he comes across is “pretty,” “lovely,” or another traditional adjective in relation to 

their physical beauty; he uses these adjectives to convince American readers that the British 

military women are not “husky Amazon, broad-shouldered, hard-fisted, [or] masculine” in the 

physical sense—even if this description is overtly imaginative—but are women that would 

remind the reader of mothers, daughters, sisters, and female friends in America.45 He also brings 

up the answer the British War Office has for women who question if they need to cut their hair 

and if they would be required to purchase their makeup: they do not need to cut their hair, but 

keep it up or curled short and if they have “normal” makeup then they won’t need to change it.46 

By mentioning the hair and makeup routines of women and the British War Office response in 

regards to these routines, Birdwell tried to convince American women—and other men—that 

British women have similarities to them and are able to still complete the tasks that war requires 

of them, such as volunteering in the military services or working in factories. Thus he argues that 

the women in America have the same ability to serve as their British counterparts because they 

are also not overtly masculine.  

The ideas and conceptions of women were gradually changing during World War II as 

women became an active part of the work force and volunteer services. They had and continued 

to face different challenges that prevented them from working and, when they were able to work, 

they had to balance the ideas of being culturally feminine while taking on non-traditional jobs. 

                                                           
45 Russell Birdwell, Women in Battle Dress  
46 Russell Birdwell, Women in Battle Dress, pg. 24 
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However women faced within the military services individual prejudices beyond that of 

femininity: as seen within the WAAF this was due to not being from Great Britain, not being 

white, not being Christian, having a different accent, and having different habits. These 

differences led to the individual experiences and comments that promoted xenophobia of serving 

women within the WAAF. 

The Women’s Auxiliary Air Force 

 As World War II began in 1939, women faced enough problems trying to enter the 

volunteering services either by society or by situation as mentioned. However, when women 

joined groups such as the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force some prejudice appeared between the 

individual women who served in the group. Women proving to be capable with non-tradition 

jobs can be seen by the jobs that the WAAF offered, however below the surface on the local and 

individual levels some women faced hardships and prejudices. This can be seen through the 

experiences of Mary Settle, Lillian Bader, and Noor Inayat Khan. 

 The WAAF originally started as the Women’s Royal Air Force—or WRAF—in 1918. 

Women recruits began to work as clerks and as storewomen and jobs were offered of both the 

technical—such as camera repair and wireless operator—and specialized trade kind—such as 

shoemaker and tailor.47 The WRAF began to demobilize in 1919 and finished demobilization in 

1920.48 Demobilization lasted until 1939 when Britain decided to prepare for a possible, ever-

looming war.49 When war was declared on September 3, 1939 the WRAF turned WAAF had the 

authority to recruit 10,000 women and had a provision for 10,000 more.50 By 1942 the WAAF’s 

                                                           
47 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 15, 34-36 
48 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 58 
49 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 94 
50 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 97 
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numbers peaked at 181,835 women after the recruiting age changed from 18-43 to 17½-44 in 

1941.51  

 The WAAF enlisted women from Britain and from the British colonies such as the 

Bahamas, New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, and Canada.52 Women from the U .S.—such as 

Mary Lee Settle—and Argentina came to serve.53 Britain also became a refuge for Europeans in 

exile from Nazi occupation, and women from Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Norway, 

Holland, France, Greece, and later the Middle East and China also served within the WAAF.54 

Women from all different economic and social standings joined the WAAF, such as Pam Barton, 

the British Ladies’ Golf Champion, and Sarah Churchill, the daughter of Winston Churchill.55 

Patriotism, money, freedom, escape, companionship, revenge, and death of a husband were just 

some of the reasons that brought these women together. A woman could join by simply going to 

a recruiting station, sign up, and take an interview.56  

 Non-technical trades—but not traditionally women’s work—were the first kind of jobs 

that WAAFs would take on such as being a Mechanical Transport Driver which included driving 

trucks, salvage wagons, crew coaches, de-icers, ambulances, tractors for bombing up aircraft or 

pulling petrol bowsers to planes, tenders for laying flare-paths, mortuary vans, waste disposal, 

lorries, and staff cars.57 Other non-technical jobs included working as cooks, clerks, telephonists, 

and orderlies.58 One of the more modern non-technical jobs the WAAF faced was working with 

                                                           
51 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 97, 100 
52 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 96 
53 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 96 
54 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 96-97 
55 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 97 
56 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 97-99 
57 Squadron Leader Beryl E. Escott, Women in Air Force Blue, pg. 154 
58 Katherine Bentley Beauman, Partners in Blue, pg. 91-92 
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barrage balloons. Balloons were used as a defense mechanism that was introduced in the First 

World War but, by 1939, 444 balloons were flying over London, and 180 were flying over the 

provinces.59 Machine-gun bullets would penetrate the fabric and strong winds and lightning 

would tear the balloons or destroy them beyond repair.60 Fabric workers, groups usually 

composed of dressmakers or upholsters, would resew bullet holes, patch up gashes, and mend 

tears with sewing machines.61 Sewing, which was originally seen as women’s work, was now 

helping women break through barriers by completing vital military tasks. 

Soon, however, WAAFs were working with what was considered by the Women’s 

Auxiliary Air Force as trade work: clerks general duties, clerk accountants, equipment 

accountants, provisioning clerks, photographers, cartographers, model makers, parachute 

packers, meteorologists, the WAAF police, tailors, shoe repairs, hairdressers, carpenters, 

physical training instructors; jobs within the medical field including dental hygienists, nurse, 

radiographers, chiropractors, and orthoptists which focuses on the health of the eye were offered 

to trained WAAFs.62 Women working as a mechanic was not new to the world as British women 

had worked in munitions factories during the Frist World War and within the textile factories 

during the Industrial Revolution, but as the labor shortages increased, WAAFs began to work 

within a variety of skilled labor. For the WAAFs, mechanic work included charging board 

operators.63 Women would work on huge lead batteries, and sparking plug tester, which women 

would have to wash and clean spark plugs, check for faults, and reset to 12-15,000th of an inch to 

help ignite the engine.  
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Another technical skilled job that the WAAFs took up was that of signals and intelligence 

groups as plotters and radar operations.64 By 1944, most radars mechanics were women who 

helped to spot aircraft.65 Plotters would use a large map of Britain and information constantly 

coming in from many sources such as the Filter Room, the radar defense system, and soon 

mostly women worked the plotting tables because the men could not keep up when they were 

busy.66 Wireless mechanics would maintain signals and aircraft wireless equipment and the jobs 

were at a top pay and skill level.67 These jobs were slow accepting amongst their male peers—

mostly to it not being done before—but eventually women were accepted as they excelled at 

plotting.  

The WAAF allowed women more opportunity than ever before and the jobs ranged from 

the traditional feminine to the traditional masculine and from non-technical to technical. As the 

WAAF gave additional opportunities for women to serve their country, there was backlash to the 

opportunities given. Apart from opposition to the work of the WAAFs, there was also internal 

prejudice including the marginalization of women who were not from Britain or were not white. 

Britain was not really leading in the world in this regard and individuals still had a lot to prove 

due to their non-British and non-white background. British xenophobia strings across many 

different areas such as background, race and skin color, accent, and goes deeper into a person’s 

volunteer actions and habits as seen with Mary Settle, an American WAAF officer; Lillian 

Bader, a black WAAF officer; and Noor Inayat Khan, an Indo-American WAAF officer turned 

SOE wire-tapper. These three women were of varied backgrounds but all faced some sort of 
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prejudice on their background from fellow WAAF and military peers. These three WAAFs 

would all become officers and be successful in their work. 

 Mary Settle was born in West Virginia and went to Sweet Briar College before dropping 

out to pursue a career in acting in New York.68 She soon met and married Rodney Weathersbee 

who joined the Royal Air Force.69 When he was sent to England, Settle joined the WAAF and 

stayed in England for thirteen months from 1942 to 1943 while working for the WAAF.70 To 

begin her service with the WAAF, Settle boarded the City of Delhi, a ship which carried seventy-

five passengers from Manhattan, New York to Liverpool, England in September of 1942.71 On 

the City of Delhi, Settle met a young Scottish merchant sailor, Lofty, with whom she talked 

frequently.72  

However, Lofty had some prejudices against Settle: he stated, according to her 

autobiography, All the Brave Promises, that she was a ‘poor fool’ for joining up and fighting in 

the war as he felt that she—and the Americans—knew nothing about it.73 Apparently he thought 

that the Americans made the war sound like their ‘Yank flicks,’ wanting to be ‘caught up’ in the 

war and its heroics.74 He felt that the British were caught up by it without a choice.75 It can be 

said Lofty’s views of the Americans who decided to join in the war effort were foolish and 

foolhardy as they were not fully thrust into the war like Great Britain had been with the Bombing 

of Britain and the physical closeness of the war on the European Continent. In comparison to the 
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bombing of Pearl Harbor, Lofty could view these two acts of war as being startlingly different: 

one focuses on the bombing of a U.S. Navy base and the other is the bombing of an island 

nation. Self-acknowledging, experienced Lofty thus looks down upon Settle with pity for her 

innocence about the war. According to Settle, he goes so far to confront this innocence in 

wartime by telling her that he did not expect to survive the war.76 By stating that he had never 

admitted that belief to anyone before, Lofty seemed to trust Settle with his belief in order for 

Settle to understand what she is volunteering for. Lofty’s disgusted and pitying view of the 

Americans who volunteered for the war is an example of how some of the British viewed 

American participation. The distrust and dislike of the American participation can be one reason 

why Settle, an American, did face some prejudice while serving Britain in the WAAF.  

 While Settle knew that she was fighting for Great Britain as an ally from the United 

States, Noor Inayat Khan, a WAAF officer turned Special Operations Executive officer, faced 

personal problems with choosing loyalties to a country due to her mixed heritage. Khan was born 

in Moscow, Russia to an Indian father and an American mother but was raised in France before 

coming to England and joining the WAAF in November 1940.77 According to Shompa Lahiri, 

“Khan’s hybrid Indo-American ancestry and mobile history were both a source of strength and, 

at times, anxiety to her.”78 Khan however “was burdened by her multiple transnational 

affiliations that pulled in opposing directions” and once “told her friend that it was ‘distracting to 

have a foot in so many countries – England, India, America, France and Russia and yet not to 

have one to call her own and that she envied people for whom the question of loyalty was a 
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straightforward one.”79 Khan’s background was a challenge for her. The conflicting relations 

between Britain and India, Britain and Russia, and France and Britain led to her conflicting 

feelings. This can be seen when Khan was honest to the WAAF board that she believed in Indian 

independence but that she would be loyal to the Crown until the end of the war with Germany.80 

As being of Indian heritage she agreed with the colony’s independence, but still felt the need to 

serve Great Britain in the war to succeed against Germany and hopefully bring independence to 

India in result. 

 However, Khan did face some outside challenges due to her background. Initially when 

Khan decided to join the WAAF she was denied entry because she had been born in Moscow.81 

She furiously wrote to the ministry stating that a “person holding a ‘British Protected Person’ 

passport…should be able to serve her country;” in response she was sent an apology and a 

welcome letter to the WAAF.82 Khan, however, would be very careful about what information 

she gave out about herself such as registering as Nora who was a part of the Church of England 

(she was of Sufi religion) and never spoke about her father—a leader within the Sufi faith, her 

ancestry, or the Sufi faith.83  

However, word about her background must have been known because, in Leo Marks’ 

autobiography of working within the SOE, Marks wrote about interviewing one of Khan’s 

Beaulieu wire-tapping instructors.84 According to Marks, the instructor described her father as a 

“crackpot” who was responsible for her “eccentric behavior.”85 Marks asked about clarification 
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and the instructor replied that her father, who was “head of a mystical sect,” had taught Khan not 

to lie which led her to fail at practice training such as a mock interrogation.86 Another occurrence 

the instructor explained was that supposedly when a pistol shot off unexpectedly she was so 

startled and went into a “Sufi-like trance for several hours, and finally emerged from it to consult 

the Bible.”87 The Beaulieu instructor did not look favorably upon Khan according to Marks and 

the descriptions of her background and actions were insulting from the instructor: because she 

was of a different background and faith the instructor not only looked down upon her as being 

different but also judged her ability to become a SOE wire-tapper.  Khan, however, would prove 

to be an important “asset” and would be posthumously awarded the George Cross after being 

captured and executed at Dachau in 1944.88  

While Khan was of varied background and claimed many different places “home,” 

Lillian Bader claimed English but, because she was black, was questioned by others if she was 

from England. Bader was born to a West Indian father and an English mother before becoming 

an orphan at the age of nine.89 When the war broke out, Bader had an interest in serving her 

country and applied to work for the Navy, Army, and Air Force Institutes (NAAFI).90 Bader 

wrote that the NAAFI interviewer was surprised that she was black—which, according to Bader, 

happened frequently—but still hired her as a counter assistant.91 However, she was only 

employed by the NAAFI for seven weeks as the Head Office told the District Manager to dismiss 
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her because her father had not been born within the U.K."92 She wrote that she did not know how 

to cope with being let go or having to tell others that a “coloured Briton was not acceptable, even 

in the humble NAAFI.”93 Ironically enough after she became an officer within the WAAF, but 

left due to pregnancy, she was able to join the NAAFI and didn’t have any problems the second 

time.94 Between the astonishment of the NAAFI interviewer and being let go because her father 

was not born within the United Kingdom, Bader’s experiences can be considered both racist and 

xenophobic. Bader felt that these experiences were thus, but the reason of why she was let go 

shows the dislike of non-British—or, in Bader’s case, someone whose father was non-British—

workers volunteering for England. Similar to that of Khan, Bader’s background hindered her 

from working for her country because she was grouped with people who were not from England. 

Settle, in comparison, went to the British Embassy and wrote that she was rejected by the 

assistant military attaché from the Wrens as their uniforms would “hide her legs” and from the 

ATS as they believed she would “have no one to talk to.”95 They “almost casually,” Settle wrote, 

put her in the WAAF.96 While Settle was put in the WAAF as a last resort, the pickiness of the 

assistant military attaché shows that even for a white American the British military was 

particular on which group she should not join. 

 Bader, however, heard that the RAF began to accept men from the West Indies after they 

were turned down by the Army and she decided to try for the WAAF.97 As she went with other 

women to be physically examined, she wrote that a Scots sergeant looked at their hair and when 

she saw Bader, she apparently stated to another officer, 'I bet they don't have these where you 
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come from.’98 Bader wrote that she thought that she “was in [her] own county; [the officer] 

wasn't, but then [Bader] looked foreign.”99 The idea that supposedly her skin color explained 

what country she was from occurred often to Bader, but she usually played up her English accent 

to prove them wrong. Bader wrote that when she was younger and “people made it obvious that 

they thought [she] was a foreigner, [she] tended to deliberately speak broad Yorkshire as [she] 

had heard and loved, in Thirsk.”100 The use of the accent was like a code to people around her 

that Bader was English and not from somewhere like the West Indies.  

Bader’s use of a strong British accent was not the only example that accents played a 

heavy part in identifying other people of similar background. Before Settle made it to England to 

officially begin within the WAAF, she began to experience prejudice of being an American on 

her boat as she crossed the Atlantic. Settle wrote afterwards that “the others pretended to have 

trouble understanding [her and Lofty] both, [she] a Southerner, and he from north of 

Aberdeen.”101 This event on the boat is the beginning of occurrences where Settle felt she judged 

for her American background. On a ship of seventy-five passengers people constantly engaged 

with one another, it is interesting that the passengers would actively keep a distance from a 

Southern American and a Scotsman—America being Great Britain’s closest ally and now 

fighting in the war with them and Scotland being a part of Great Britain whose people were 

fighting in the war alongside the English. The act of the English keeping their distance away 

from Settle and Lofty could be seen as either huddling to people of similar background but could 
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also be seen as snobbery. The snobbish act can be another example of xenophobia of the English 

and the lack of trust towards others of different backgrounds.  

When Settle entered the WAAF she is once again confronted by groups created due to the 

different accents and wrote that she had yet to learn about the xenophobia of the English such as 

the use of accents.102 However, she felt that xenophobia was “an instinctive withdrawal before 

the stranger, usually broken down in wartime, but in these circumstances of too much 

strangeness, it was harsh and strong with self-protection.”103 Accents led groups of women from 

similar backgrounds to develop and Settle envied the security and likeness of the formed groups; 

Settle wrote that the WAAFs initially viewed her as a stranger as being American and due to her 

Southern accent as she had trouble understanding their East End accents.104 Settle does associate 

this act of creating groups of similar background to self-protection much like the English on the 

boat. While these barriers could be broken during wartime, Settle experienced some more 

xenophobic episodes which actually lead to her acceptance with her immediate peers. 

Much like the experience of the different accents on the City of Delhi, Settle experienced 

a hierarchy of accents within the WAAF. Settle recalled in her book that there was a need for 

volunteers for radio signaling and was looking for girls with “a quality called officermaterial 

[sic.], which usually meant that one’s voice was careful, one’s bearing ‘genteel,’ that one was, at 

least in form, a ‘lady.’105 The need for WAAFs with a clear voice and Settle being accepted for 

the role is different than earlier: even though she had an American accent, the need for 

volunteers was greater than the need for solely British ones. Ironically she was trying to “buff 
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off” “genteel” and “lady-like” qualities and to adjust to the previously mentioned rituals, but she 

wanted to leave the administration office duty she was assigned.106 What originally signaled her 

difference amongst her peers now helped her obtain another and preferred job. Settle stated that 

she had to learn how to speak the English of the RAF in one day and had to adjust to speaking 

with a British accent instead of an American accent.107 As her American accent was what set her 

apart within her training ranks and peers, the quality of her voice helped Settle obtain a new 

position. This shows the difference of how the WAAF as an organization treated diverse accents 

and their owners versus individuals within the WAAF. While the peers did not want other 

WAAFs to stand out as this could be seen as getting ahead of oneself, as seen by Settle’s 

experiences, the WAAF as an organization needed those of clear accents and voices to do just 

that: if anything it supports the idea that being not the same as others within a group was not 

good among peers as this could result in the mass majority being left behind while others grow 

through the ranks. Unfortunately for some of the WAAF individuals this could mean those of 

atypical backgrounds who were non-English or of a different class. 

However, a differentiation of accent was more often than not a negative trait. Lady 

Barbara Stuart-Wortley was one of many who recalled having her accent make her stand out 

among her peers in the Remount Depot, which schooled horses for war work.108 Stuart-Wortley 

recalled a few girls being “horrid” to her because of her accent before she finally questioned 

them about it.109 Accents were a separating factor amongst so many different women coming 

together. Lavinia Holland-Hibbert stated that “voices were a great marker” for how “one 
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automatically finds and makes friends.110 Settle encountered an opportunity where having an 

American accent led her to find fellow Americans.  

 As an operations officer, Settle reported on positive relationships with United States Air 

Force pilots who listened to the air waves and an American pilot called out to ask where they 

were.111 When a group of American pilots heard Settle’s American accent on the radio, the pilots 

flew to her base so they could talk to a fellow American and bond over being homesick.112 While 

having similar accents did allow for the group of Americans to come together, it also led to the 

group standing out and to the disgust of the flying control officer who, according to Settle, was 

mad because “the silence of his night shift was cut short” and because the “Americans had eaten 

all of the eggs in the officers’ mess hall.”113 While it was seen as a relief between the American 

pilots and Settle to meet fellow Americans in England, having a quasi-military group that was 

not English was not necessarily a good thing just like how having a different accent or bathing 

rituals against the norm of the majority of the group was looked on as different and above the 

rest.  

An American accent was not the only accent that was viewed suspicious: so-called 

“posh” accents would also result in being singled out. As author Anne de Courcy wrote, 

speaking with a “posh voice sent out a signal that you believed yourself superior.”114 Women 

with so-called “posh” accents who volunteered would counter the suspicion but still get the worst 

jobs.115 Harmsworth later recalled that while working as a nurse she was given what she believed 
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were the worst jobs such as collecting the sanitary towels and disposing them by putting them in 

the furnace.116 Accents can be seen as a sign of who was from a similar background and those 

that did not were from a different background such as location and class. With both Settle and 

Harmsworth having similar stories it can be argued that Settle was viewed as someone with a 

posh background even though she was from America and not upper-class England. 

One of the first unofficial rules Settle learned within the WAAF was to not volunteer and 

to not stand out.117 Once the group was asked for someone to volunteer by one of the sergeants 

and she stood up to do it only to learn that she was to dispose of the sanitary napkins which was 

a job for WAAF punishment fatigues.118 However when she went to go do the job she found all 

of the bins empty and that one of the girls that she roomed with, Viv, had performed it for her 

already and cut Settle off by saying that the kind of job was not meant for her as she couldn’t 

even eat the food.119 The fellow WAAF’s comment was that of both prejudice and of 

understanding pity as she noticed that Settle did not really eat the mess hall food and that her 

beauty routines were different from the rest of the girls. Settle was standing out from the group 

by volunteering besides her daily rituals and it was making her seem like a stuck-up snob to the 

rest of the group. However, this WAAF pitied Settle for her seemingly innocent actions in the 

new country even as Settle supposedly did not realize they were making her stand out nor the 

true implication of this WAAF’s actions. 

 Soon they were paid and given some time off and Settle went into town and bought some 

writing paper, sweets, and two USA flashes for her uniform.120 She passed two other WAAFs, 
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smiled and waved to them, but they didn’t reply as she thought they did not see her.121 Back at 

the station Settle sewed on the flashes to her uniform and wrote letters before heading back to 

her barrack.122 When she got back to her hut she was grabbed under her arms and legs before 

being thrown out onto the mud with the WAAFs yelling at her including one of the girls who she 

passed earlier who shouted ‘That’ll teach the fuckin’ toffy-nose.’123 Settle was picked up by Viv 

and another WAAF and took her inside she was continually drunkenly yelled at by the girl from 

earlier who screamed at her ‘you think we’re a dirty lot, with your bath and your bare body. Oo 

wants to look at it? A ten-bob tart’s wot you are. We seen you getting trade at the pub! She’s a 

ten-bob tart from up west.’124  

The “ten-bob tart from up west” is possibly a reference to the “Piccadilly Warriors,” 

which was a “new type of prostitute” according to Scotland Yard as they were considered 

“freelance prostitutes” who roamed the streets of blacked-out squares of central London.125 

“Hurried intimacies,” as Costello writes in Love, Sex, and War, became popular between soldiers 

and non-soliciting prostitutes—otherwise known as “goodtime girls”—as solicitous prostitution 

was, and still is, illegal.126 In the East Ender’s reference that Settle was “getting trade at the pub” 

the accusation is that Settle was possibly a “freelance prostitute,” something new, different, and 

possibly someone they should be cautious of if only for health reasons.127 This caution can be a 

response that venereal diseases had increased by 70% among the military and civilians by the 

beginning of the war to 1971.128 Of course, during war many people from different places are 
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constantly moving within a similar space and are rapidly moving. It is not uncommon to assume 

that the British assumed that the diseases could be brought to Britain from a foreign country. The 

implication that foreigners could bring the venereal diseases is xenophobic and can be seen by 

the East Enders views of Settle. The reference to a freelance prostitute being new, different, and 

possibly nefarious is similar in comparison that Settle is one of very few American women who 

joined the British ranks to help serve Britain, and so she is not only an outsider, but something 

new and different to the East Enders.  

Furthermore, the accusation that Settle was a “tart” or prostitute implies that the East End 

girl did not trust Settle and their actions confirm it. Settle believed that this was possibly the 

worst thing a seventeen-year-old from the East End could think of, but did not know that ten bob 

was top price in 1942.129 If this was the worst thing a seventeen-year-old from the East End 

could think of then it is possible that the girl from the East End thought that Settle’s bathing 

habits could have been in result of the widespread of venereal diseases as the habits focused on 

taking care of her physical body. The implication here is that if Settle was so habitual in washing 

her body regularly she must be using it in other, more nefarious ways than just the norm, which 

would be as an officer within the WAAF. These nefarious ways could be being a “freelance 

prostitute” or bringing in and spreading venereal diseases. As Settle seems to these girls more 

“posh” due to her bathing rituals, eating habits, and volunteering then they must have believed 

she had money which with the bathing rituals could be assumed that she was a prostitute.  

The different washing and eating rituals along with viewing volunteering as a helpful 

service made Settle stand out. Standing out within the WAAF was viewed by other WAAFs as 
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not a good thing. It was viewed as getting ahead of yourself. Esme Harmsworth, the Countess of 

Cromer, was a nurse and also recalled that she had to be careful with things like ‘having too 

much marmalade on your bread at breakfast or a quarrel would break out.’130 Much like Settle 

“turning her nose up” at the “soggy porridge,” eating habits that seemed too generous or too 

particular would make a woman seem above her fellow women.131 

For a time of great change and challenge standing out or being different relates back to 

Settle’s experience in learning about xenophobia of the English on the boat: it was there as self-

protection against the changes and challenges England was facing only to soon be dismantled by 

the envelopment of war. Settle did change her washing rituals to that of the other girls and she 

actually found herself “warmer, healthier, more obscene, and more relaxed.”132 By changing her 

bathing routine Settle not only found these positives but also stripped herself of her American 

ways for WAAF ways thus becoming more accepted by the group. The act of prejudice by her 

fellow WAAFs was a forewarning for Settle which led to her own changes for self-protection 

and acceptance by her British peers. 

Conclusion 

 The women of Great Britain previously had opportunities to work outside of the home 

such as in the textile industries during the Industrial Revolution and by creating munitions for the 

First World War. However, the Second World War offered more opportunities for those who 

volunteered in the military services such as the WAAF. And as women were given more 

opportunities, people of Britain argued over the women’s role within the military services. The 
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Battle of Britain blurred the lines of the home front and the war front and thus women, besides 

men and children, had to learn needed to learn how to defend themselves.  

 As women were learning how to serve their country and protect themselves, the 

differentiating views of women appeared as seen by posters, literature, and other media. The 

messages about women were contradictory such as women either being smart and sly femme 

fatales or being gossipy and dumb—both of which brings about problems for everyone at home. 

As women were joining services such as the WAAF, where military secrets and details would be 

learned, the fear of the enemy obtaining information was great as women were viewed in these 

posters as loose lips.  

 Great Britain, however, brought in over 180,000 women into the volunteer services and 

women did take on important roles that did require learning and knowing military secrets and 

details. Women of Britain worked through these preconceptions and were a large help to the war 

effort. Still, even as women as a group were pushing against a preconceived notion, individual 

women who stood out within the WAAF such as Bader, Settle, and Khan were marginalized due 

to their differences. The WAAF, as an organization, gave opportunities for women, and yet, 

some women had to fight on different social levels against xenophobia. This fear of women 

within the WAAF as being different shows that problems were more on a local, everyday level 

than on a national one. The war and the demands for women as laborers brought different 

women of different backgrounds together and were viewed by some Brits at times new, different, 

and potentially nefarious further threatening pre-war life with the changes of war. 
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Appendix A 

Figure 1                                                                                     Figure 2 

                          

Figure 3 

 


